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Stanford University 31, San Jose State University 10

Stanford shrugs off Spartans
Second quarter
14-point swing
dooms SJSU
By Mark Cornejo
Daily Staff Writer

Lisa Inman / Daily Staff

San Jose State University safety Gerald Jones attempts to tackle Stanford University running back Kenneth Tolon II Tolon had 31 yards
on six carries in the Cardinal’s 31-10 victory over the SJSU Saturday at Stanford Stadium.

Edwards shines in Cardinal victory
By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Executive Editor
Buddy Teevens’ offensive strategy
against San Jose State University
went according to plan.
Sort of.
Teevens, the Cardinal’s second-year
coach, made public his decision that
fifth-year quarterback Chris Lewis
would get the start in Saturday’s 3110 victory over SJSU. Reserve redshirt freshman Trent Edwards
who Teevens said had been stellar in
would see playing time
workouts
at some point.
Lewis took snaps in the Cardinal’s
first two drives but after eight minutes of play, all Stanford had to show

for his efforts were a punt and a first-and -goal and Spartans safety
missed 47-Yard field goal by kicker Josh Powell blocked a Sgroi field
goal attempt.
Mike Sgroi.
In the end, it proved inconsequenTeevens then turned to Edwards.
"Chris didn’t do anything wrong tial as Edwards set a tone that
but we did plan on making a Stanford didn’t have under Lewis.
"(Trent) made the transition perswitch," Teevens said. "A couple of
passes would have made the differ- fectly," said Teevens, whose three
ence with Chris but we felt comfort- career victories at Stanford have been
inflated by two victories over SJSU.
able."
Edwards’ first collegiate comple- "A two quarterback system is a nice
tion a 19 -yard pass to flanker thing to have and they both make
surpassed Lewis’ the position stronger."
Gerran Crochet
Saturday’s loss was the second in a
15 total passing yards and moved
Stanford up to its own 45 -yard line. row that a quarterback committee
the Spartans.
burned
next
two
passes
27
and
Edwards
On Aug. 30, three University of
25 -yard completions to wide receiver
put Stanford on the Florida quarterbacks combined for
Luke Powell
357 passing yards in a 65-3 Gators
Spartans 3-yard line.
The Cardinal failed to score on victory.

Stanford’s Lewis had seven pass
attempts and junior Kyle Matter
took snaps late in the game but on
Saturday, it was Edwards that did all
of the damage.
A Spartans punt pinned Stanford
on their own 28-yard line with 10
minutes to play in the first half.
On the drive, Edwards completed
six of nine passes (four of 10 yards or
more) in moving the Cardinal down field. He also got running back J.R.
Lemon the ball, changing up
schemes on a sluggish Spartan
defense.
Wide receiver Josh Powell punctuated the drive with a 30-yard touchdown catch from Edwards, a sprawl
See
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In 16 seconds, the Stanford
University football team not only
erased a 10-0 deficit but turned
around an entire football game as
well.
Cardinal wide receiver Luke
Powell caught a 30-yard touchdown
pass from reserve quarterback Trent
Edwards and running back J.R.
Lemon turned a fumble from San
Jose State University running back
Yonus Davis into a touchdown as
Stanford rolled past the Spartans
31-10 on Saturday at Stanford
Stadium.
The Spartans were leading 10-0 in
the second quarter when Edwards
found Powell on the first of the
pairs two touchdown receptions.
Davis’s fumble came on the first
play of the ensuing drive, which the
Spartans began at their own I4-yard
line.
The fumble was caused by
Cardinal defensive tackle Casey
Carroll and was recovered by linebacker Jared Newberry at the
Spartans 6-yard line.
On the following play, Lemon
scored his first of two touchdowns
on a 6 -yard rush, which gave the
Cardinal the lead for good en route
to their third straight win against
the Spartans.
The Spartans two scores in the
first quarter came on a Davis’s 4yard touch down run and a 39-yard
Jeff Carr field goal, his fifth of the
season.
Quarterback Scott Rislov passed
for 101 yards in the first, but could
only muster 150 more yards in the
following three quarters.
The Spartan running game gained
20 yards on eight carries in the first,
but only attempted eight more carries for minus 11 yards the rest of
the game.
SJSU finished with only nine
yards on 16 rushes.
Rislov went on to attempt 66
passes, a new Spartan record, but
only completed 28 without a touchdown.
"We can’t run," said Hill. "I didn’t
want to throw that much."
To add to the Spartans offensive
woes, Rislov appeared injured for
the second half of the game as most
of his passes were off target and he
never seemed to get back into the
flow of the earlier drives.

"I just got the wind knocked out
of me," Rislov said. "I’m pretty beat
up."
As the Spartans offensive numbers
fell, the Cardinal, with Edwards
making his first college appearance,
collected 364 total yards after the
first quarter.
Edward’s finished the day with 21
completions on 38 attempts totaling
278 yards.
The Cardinal scored once more in
the first half on Powell’s second
touchdown reception.
Powell set a new personal best
with 172 yards on 12 receptions. It
was his first 100-yard receiving
game since Stanford’s 2001 41-14
victory over the Spartans.
The Cardinal scored twice more in
the second half.
Kicker Michael Sgroi booted a 31 yard field goal by sophomore that
stretched the lead to 24-10 with little over five minutes left in the third
quarter.
Lemon added a three-yard touchdown run with 10 minutes left in
the game.
Lemon’s day ended with 103 yards
rushing on 18 carries and two
touchdowns.
The Spartans junior safety Josh
Powell helped out the team when he
blocked a Stanford field goal
attempt in the first quarter, but
Rislov was intercepted on the following drive by Cardinal cornerback Stanley Wilson.
The Spartans defense forced two
turnovers in the second half including an interceptions and a fumble
recovery.
The offense was unable to capitalize on any of the Stanford miscues
all game long.
Safety Gerald Jones came up with
his third interception of the season,
but the offense was forced to punt
after being unable to gain any
yardage on the possession.
Senior safety Melvin Cook
caused, and then recovered Stanford
back
Gerald
running
Commissiong’s fumble in the fourth
quarter, but it was the same story as
the offense went three and out and
punter Bryce Partridge came on for
one of his nine punt attempts on the
day.
SJSU (1-2) opens it’s Western
Athletic Conference season on
Sept. 18 against the University of
Nevada-Reno.
Stanford (1-0) plays at Brigham
Young University on Sept. 20.

Noise in Student Joint Library a step up
Union result of fans
Editor’s note: Thu is thefirst ofsix stories the Spartan Daily will do profiling
the Dr. Martin Luther king Jr. Joint
Libraro.

By Janet Pak
Daily Staff Writer
Students walking into the Student
Union may hear something unusual
a high-pitched, whining noise
that’s been ringing since mid-July,
according to a student union official.
The noise students hear is air moving
through ducts that go up to the roof
where a fan is located, according to
Terry Gregory, student union manager.
Gregory said the noise seems to be
a direct result of air being extracted
through the ducts incorrectly. Since
there is no construction to repair the
fans in the basement of the Student
Union, it becomes inefficient to run
both fans together to circulate air
through the building.
Gregory met with representatives
from Salas O’Brien Engineers Friday.
The company has been working on
the San Jose State University campus
since 19% on mechanical, electrical
and telecommunication systems.

Gregory who is the building manager for the Student Union said the
Student Union is running one fan also
because of heating ventilation and air
conditioning problems.
"We had a meeting to go over the project and talk about some of the immeslate needs such as the noise on the root,"
said Gregory who also noted that the
building has been only running one fan
to push fresh air into the building.
he noise is not just annoying, hut
it’s also causing a temperature issue
where the building is the sante temperature as it is outside," Gregory said.
Gregory said the situation should
improve this week since the weather
forecast shows a cooling trend.
"Hopefully what will help dramatically lower the air temperature is the
temperature outside," he said.
To lower the temperature in the
Student Union, Gregory said the
building has been forcing air into the
See
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By Robert Hong
Daily Staff Writer
With the new Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library up and running and Clark Library shut down,
there is student concern over what
aspects are different about the new
library, and what new resources are
available.
"We now have more seating, group
study rooms and about 400 laptop
connection ports spread throughout
the library, said Patricia Senn
Breivik, dean of the new King
Library. "We have definitely upgraded."
According to Breivik, one main
focus of the new library is accessibility
to electronics. Laptop rentals and
numerous computers are available to
student’.
"Almost every desk is wired with
electricity," she said.
There are approximately 180 laptop
connections designated for publieuse,

and the remainder are strictly for students, according to library clerk
Moises Moreno, who works at the
information counter.
Moreno also said there are 100 laptops available for student rental within the library.
The new King Library has new
material brought over from the previous_public library as well.
"(There are) DVD’s, a wide assortment of language materials ... and of
course newbooks," Library Director
Jane Light said, "Students now have
resources from the public library right
here on campus."
Along with the new student
resources, the library features a number of special collections and artifacts
available for view on the 5th floor. The
Beethoven and Steinbeck Research
Centers, formerly kept in a modular
near Tenth Street, are now in the King
Library.
The collections feature a typewriter
used by John Steinbeck and a lock of
Beethoven’s hair. Viewing of these
items is available for both students
and the public.
According to Light, there Ire also
programs that are only avagable to

\nrk, Thompson

Daily Staff

Jeannine Denardi, a senior child development major at San Jose
State University, checked out a laptop from the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library for the first time on Sunday.
students, such as educational databases, online journals and access to personal San Jose State University registration information.
Although these facilities are reserved
solely for students, the majority is
open for public use as well. The nearly 2.1 million books, magazines and
journals are available thrlughout the

library’s eight floors.
"I enjoy seeing them intermixing with
each other," said Light about relations
between students and the public.
However, some students feel concerned that the library is not formatted to fit students. schedules.
See
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A hopped -up warrior makes for a happy warrior
Hello greater Dwight Bentel Hall.
A friendly Spartan reminder from the Spartan Bookstore: expressed interest in purging theater arts for budgetary reaOops! There goes a wayward junior, nonchalantly ignoring
Broadcasting live from the pages ot the Spartan Daily, it’s the "Keep Off the Grass" sign on the quad behind Morris hot popcorn is available continuously throughout the day. It’s sons.
Huzzah for the Leaded
the first-ever edition of "Is It Friday Yet," a sideways glance Dailey Auditorium. And whoops! A careless lit major just lit hot. Its savory. It’s made of corn. Popcorn!
Crowley, a man of 70 who somewhat mysteriously (and
Also available in the airport-gift-shop-ofat, uh, stuff
a cigarette within 25 feet of the south
a-campus-bookstore is a fantastic array of wonderfully) announced last week that he was kicked out of
Well, SO/Ty about the sideways part. My mistake.
entrance to Uchida Hall.
extremely unhealthy but stimulatingly sugary the University of Iowa in the early 1950s. brings an air of
Go ahead and relish this week’s crooked jaunt and come
And behold! There goes a squadron of
and caffeinated drinks and snacks for every- lackadaisical grace to the thrown.
back next Monday for an actual take on an actual topic (I skateboarders down Paseo de San Carlos!
Surely, a better role model for goodhearted nonsubordinates
one’s wonderfully wanton prediabetic snackpromise!).
Oh, college, but for your happy wonderful
could not be found.
ing needs.
But for now, relax. There’s no need to stress about things naughtiness do I rejoice, and for these wonNevertheless, Spartans, keep behaving.
Remember, students of Sparta: a hoppedyou can’t control, Spartans.
derfully mischievous salad days will I
Oops! There goes a teetering, smart-alecky unicyclist outup warrior is a happy warrior.
On that note, happy Monday.
inevitably yearn.
Well, it’s time to check in with Spartan side the Art building.
And (no, it’s not a dream) welcome to week three of the fall
Oh, the wonders of San Jose State
Remember, silly Spartans, keep those sidewalks clear for the
Traffic Chopper One.
2003 Spartan joyride, brought to you by the good folks at The University, with its bushy-tailed critters,
How does it look from the brownish smog- silent golf cart militia.
California State University and millions upon millions of magnificent fountains and army of golfOh, beautiful day, beautiful day. The bulletin boards ruffle
hardworking California taxpayers who just might make carted groundskeepers.
gy yonder?
"Hello Spartans. Pretty un-wonderful, and flap with opportunities as the smoggy South Bay microArnold Schwarzenegger the next leader of "Cauliflower."
TONY BURCHYNS
What an eyeful of Monday splendor,
unfortunately. It’s 10 a.m, and the Fourth and climate warms our campus like a bucolic microwave.
But enough about that. To hell with politics. It’s Monday.
indeed.
Generally speaking, all is well and wonderful on our San
Let’s concentrate on what I call The Simply Wonderful,
And those cranes squatting on the southeast comer of cam- Seventh Street garages have imploded. The outer perimeter
shall we?
pus mean only one thing progress, progress, progress! Look is clogged, the shuttles are packed, and they’re out of those Jose plot this Monday morning, from the solid expanses of
the Corporation Yard, to the industrious gurgling of the
Wonderful.
wonderful Danishes at the Park and Ride lot.
out, Hayward.
It’s another gorgeous day outside, hill of high 70s sunshine,
"Those rushing to make midmorning classes are advised to Heating and Cooling Plant, to the gleaming and glorious
These are exciting days for Spartans. The new library is up
busy bees and smiling student heads bobbing up and down in and running, the new enrollment software has finally sucked use the lawns surrounding Tower Hall. They can’t possibly temple of glass known as the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library.
a colorful sea of backpacks.
the boredom out of registration and a committee of fur- tow all of you."
Take care, Spartans.
Simply resplendent.
rowed-browed officials is scouring the nation for our next
Wonderful, Chopper One. Remember, Spartan commuters,
All over campus cell phones vibrate and play top-40 jingles. school president.
don’t let the mass transit devil trick you! It’s just jealous of
Learning. Marching. Communicating. Technology.
But don’t let the excitement derail you! Straight and narrow, your chromium alloy autonomy.
Tony Burchyns is a
Another brilliant day unfolds at Silicon U.
In case any of you missed it, Joseph Crowley, the interim
Spartans, onward to victory! Just because we lost to Stanford
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer.
And look out for wonderful tomfoolery, too, ye Spartan University in football doesn’t mean we can’t show those warrior president of our godly enclave, has expressed benev’Is It FridayYetr appears every Monday.
troopers!
olent salutations to all of our citizens and, as of yet, has not
abstract commies how to earn a living.

CSU Chancellor’s letter to students
Dear CSU Students,
Welcome to a new academic year at the California State
University and thank you for choosing to be a part of our
university system.
Over the past year, California’s severe budget crisis has
resulted in deep budget cuts for the CSU and other statefunded agencies and institutions. The 2003/2004 budget,
approved by the Legislature and Gov. Grey Davis this
summer, will result in a net reduction to the CSU of $304
million after fee revenues are considered. This is an
amount that comes to approximately 11 percent of the
CSU’s general fund appropriation.
This situation presents a significant challenge for the
CSU. We know that higher education is vital to
California’s economic prosperity, and that our state relies
on the CSU to provide high-quality, accessible, studentfocused higher education for its citizens. Yet, these deep
budget cuts along with budget language stipulating that
the CSU would not be funded for any enrollment growth
for 2004/2005, will for the first time put limits on the
CSU’s long-standing promise of providing unlimited educational opportunity.
As we work to manage these budget reductions, the
campus presidents and I want to make sure that the CSU’s
promise of providing access to students remains meaningpr

ful, and that we preserve the value of your investment in
higher education.
For the near term, we are going to focus on ensuring that
the students we enroll get the courses they need to graduate.
For the long term, we will continue to work with the
Legislature to create a consistent, predictable higher education funding plan and fee policy that will allow us to
serve all qualified students in good economic times as well
as bad.
We will call on you in the coming months to assist us in
this effort by contacting your local legislators and letting
them know how important your CSU education is to you.
In the meantime, I invite you to learn more about these
issues by visiting the CSU’s "Budget Central" at
http://www.calstate.edu/BudgetCentral or the California
Postsecondary Education Commission’s "Student Fees Q
& A" at http://www.cpec.ca.gov.
Thank you again for choosing the California State
University. I wish you a rewarding academic year ahead.

Sincerely,
Charles B. Reed
Chancellor, CSU System

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandailygcasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER CAUCUS
The Asian Pacific Islander Fall welcome reception
will take place from 12 to 2 p.m. on Sept. 11 in the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr Joint Library on the second floor in the lecture room. A tour of the Library’s
Cultural Heritage Center and refreshments will be
provided. For more information, call Dawn Lee at
W4-6562.

STUDENT LIFE AND LEADERSHIP
Leadership U workshop series will take place from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. on October 2 in the Guadalupe room
in the Student Union. Registration is limited to 25
students. To register or for more information, call
924-5950.

A car wash will take place from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Sept. 13 at the Wienerschnitzel Restaurant at 845
Branham Lane San Jose, CA 95136. For more information, see www.cob.sismedu/fma.

GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL TRANSGENDER ALLIES
A general group meeting will take place from 5 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. on Sept. 10 in the Almaden room in the
Student ’Union. For more information, e-mail
glbta_sisuCoyahoo.com.

ISLAMIC STUDIES GROUP
Jummah prayer will take place every Friday at 1:15
p.m. in the Costanoan room in the Student Union.
For more information, call Yasir Rao at 286-1217 or
e-mail at msaliaison_SJSU@hotmail.com.

CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING

CAREER CENTER

The CSL will have a barbecue and games at their
open house from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sept. 9 in the
barbecue pit, across from the Event Center. To learn
more about AmeriCorps job opportunities, call Dan
Lannour at 924-6963.

Work IV drop-in for students with disabilities will
take place from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 10 in
building F. For more information, call the Career
Center at 924-6011.

PRIDE OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

Employer tables, Comcast and the container store,
will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sept. 10
and on Sept. 11 at the Ninth Street Plaza. For more
information, call the Career Center at 924-6031.

The first meeting for the fall semester will take place
from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Sept. 9 in the Costanoan
room in the Student Union. For more information,
call 924-2221.

NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

LAMBDA THETA ALPHA LATIN SORORITY INC.

Community time will take place at 3 p.m. on Sept. 12
in the Pacheco room. For more information, call
Diane at 269-3853.

General information will be available at 7 p.m. on
Sept. 10 in the Ohlone room in the Student Union.
For more information, call Christina Villagrana at
221-0484.
Li -Sync and an ice cream rush social will take place at
7 p.m. on Sept. 11. For location and more information, call Mayra Aguilera at (510) 396-2616.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

An orientation will take place at 4:30 p.m. on Sept.
10 in the Costanoan room in the Student Union. For
more information, call Lawrence Lee at (415) 2187044.

Perspectives from around the world and a live video
conference via Russia will take place from 7:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. on Sept. 11 in Morris Daily Auditorium.
For more information, call Liz Harding at 924-5550.
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LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA MULTICULTURAL SORORITY

Fraternity recruitment and rush tables will be available from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Seventh Street
Plaza. For more information, call Roger Pries at 8391485.
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One day back in Los Angeles, as I was walking to my car
12. But often we find ourselves skipping through it to the
two, maybe three good songs that are worth listening to.
from work in Manhattan Beach, I came across someone’s
Downloading allows us to have those few good songs
garbage. Call me a trash digger but something caught my
instead of buying a $15 album that won’t even get played all
eye. John Lennon was staring right back at me. Some rich
the way through.
folk was throwing away a mass collection of vinyl.
Albums nowadays seem like they are just thrown together
The Beatles, Joni Mitchell, Jimi Hendrix, Simon and
with no meaning or creativity incorporatGarfunkel, Linda Ronstadt, James Taylor
ed.
... I wanted to pee my pants. I couldn’t
The packaging of an album is my
believe someone would throw away these
favorite part of buying a new CD.
gems.
Opening it up from that difficult wrapping
Of course, I took them and raced home
and getting into it, reading the lyrics, lookto the record player I didn’t have.
ing at the pictures and reading the artist’s
That didn’t matter. Just looking through
my newfound treasure was enough of a
thank you’s. I love it!
The records I found are prime examples
rush.
of works of art that a listener can leave on
The Beatles’ "Rubber Soul" and "Sgt.
Peppers Lonely Hearts Band," Joni
and get lost in its beauty. The lyrics are
written out for me to follow along and the
Mitchell’s "Blue" and "Clouds," Simon and
Garfunkel’s "Bridge over Troubled Water"
art is laid out to clean and classy.
REBECCA VII LA NE DA You can tell when a musician is creating
and "Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme"
and so on and so on.
music for the love of it versus the manufacMy dad found me a record player, and I was able to enjoy
tured singer who doesn’t even write his or her own music.
the music that was made when I wasn’t even a thought in
Music companies just want to make a quick buck and
my mother’s mind.
young listeners are thinking that that crap is good music.
Already obsessed with music, finding these records made
It doesn’t help that radio stations are playing the crap
my obsession greater.
either. But again, it is the record labels that are responsible
for those songs you bear 15 times a day because of a thing
I felt like that kid in the movie "Almost Famous," when
his sister left him all those records under his bed to find.
called payola that started back around the Motown days. Of
What happened to those days when music had so much
course, you’re going to end up liking the song. It’s embedmore meaning?
ded in your mind.
Don’t get me wrong, there are still great artists that give
As the Arts and Entertainment editor, I get tons of CDs
me that "pinch me, is this real" feeling, but it seems that
to listen to and review. Some of this stuff did not deserve to
record labels and MTV are looking for those trendy "bling- get made and some of it deserves play time on the radio but
blingers" to market.
there is not enough money to back it. That is where the
The real talent is getting lost in the shuffle and if the
problem lays. Money makes it happen. It’s a damn shame
because we’re missing out on some incredible music just
band or musician doesn’t have an image that is marketable
because some old fart executive thinks the kids will love it.
there is someone to create one for them.
It’s madness.
I’ll leave you with a quote from our friend, Plato that will
There are enough one-hit wcinclers to last us until the end hopefully inspire you to be more selective of what you listen
of time. Don’t get me wrong. I can get down on a dope beat to:
with crap for lyrics, but where is the longevity in that?
"Music is a moral law. It gives wings to the mind. A soul to
They want to make their money and run. They should
the universe. Flight to the imagination. A charm to sadness
run from the recording studios. Please.
A life to everything."
The music business is in a major slump because of the
crap they are pushing and of course the downloading of
music. But downloading is essential to weeding out the
Rebecca Villaneda is the
quality from the nonsense.
Spartan Daily Arts and Entertainment Editor.
It’s nice when you could hear an album from track one to
’No Music, No Lile’ appears every other Monday.

CAREER CENTER

Community time will take place at 10:30 a.m. on
Sept. 9 in the Pocheco room in the Student Union.
For more information, call Diane at 269-3853.

SPARTAN DAILY

Old talents knew the real
meanina of writina music

CAREER CENTER

A membership drive will be held from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Sept. 10 and on Sept 11, both at the Seventh
Street Plaza. For more information, call the Career
Center at 924-6011.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL

NO MUSIC, NO LIFE
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Submissions may be placed in the letters to the Editor box major.
at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel 1111. Room 209. sent by
fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandailyNcasa.sjsuedu or mailed
to the Srartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, Sall Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan
Daily editors, not the stair.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Maas
Communications, or SJSU.
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He also said the solution
should fix problems when
winter arrives and the air is
cooler outside.
"This solution should ultimately correct or make both
cool and hot air situations more
efficient because air runs
through the same ducts,"
Grsory said.
Gloria Robertson, information services manager at the
Student Union, said the
information services desk
have received more inquires
than complaints about the
noise.
Donny Ardis, who works at
the MOSAIC center in the
building, has noticed the noise
since this summer.
"It’s gotten a lot louder since
school- began," the student
assistant said. "At first I
noticed it every single day, but
you get used to it and ignore
Gregory said he hasn’t
noticed any noise level variations.
Arelis said the noise doesn’t
disturb his work since he’s usually working on one or two
projects, which keep him preoccupied.
Ardis had to close the doors
at the center on one occasion
for a meeting because the
noise was bothering the meeting.
Since the semester has started, he’s received about threeto-five complaints about the
noise from students thinking it
was a fire alarm.
Linda Wong who was studying accounting on Friday in
the Student Union noticed the
noise, but said it doesn’t bother her.
"I just focus and concentrate.
I don’t listen to anything else,"
the junior accounting major
said.

theater arts sophomore Ali Hoffmann said.
continued.from page 1
"But (the library) is so big I think it will be
Marketing sophomore Omaid Homayum able to accommodate everybody."
is disappointed in the new hours of operaJunior Nicholas Kendrick, an aerospace
tion, which run from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. engineering major, views the public presMonday through Thursday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. ence in the library as normally unobtruFriday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 1 p.m. sive.
to 7 p.m. Sunday.
"It is a little strange having more people
"The hours are impossible," he said. "Most around, but they’re not annoying, said
students have hardly started their home- Kendrick "Usually the students are louder
work by 10 o’clock, and then they have to than them."
leave."
"It is more important that (the library)
"It doesn’t make sense," Homayum said. "If gets out information to students so they
they can pay millions for the library to be know what special features are available
made:, why can’t they pay people to keep it for them," he said.
open.
Hoffman agrees that the library should get
Other students feel it is a disadvantage to word out to students.
share their only library with the public.
"But I think it’s a matter of timing, they
"It is fashion over function," said television, just opened and might not be totally set up
radio, film and theater senior Ben Reinke. "If yet," she said.
our only resources are being used by the pub"If we do have one problem it might be
lic, then what are we supposed to do?"
that there is more demand for use of our new
"Plus, I am tired of having homeless people study rooms than we have available," Light
and panhandlers approach me when I am said.
studying," he said.
Interim President Joseph Crowley is optiThe issue of public integration is a definite mistic about the library’s resources.
concern to students.
"Accessibility to information is what libraries
"I thought it was going to be bad at first," will always be about," he said.

Old School vs. New School
Comparing the new Dr. Martin Luther King Jr, Joint Library with
the old Clark Library.

MLK Jr.

Clark

8 floors
2 -12 -person rooms

Height
Study rooms

5 floors
No rooms

Need new card

Library cards

Used Tower card to
check out books
One, on 1st floor
Open only to students
Walk-in

One on each floor
Everyone
Preregistration
needed
2 -hour time limit
No connection

Information desk
Periodical availabilty
Computer use

Vick, Thompson / Daily Staff

Computer lab

No limit

Laptop space

384 ports

Tim Pinkerton of San Jose visited the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Joint Library on Sunday where he used the automated check out
and borrowed six books in less than two minutes.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@casa.sjsu.edu

PHN:
FAX:

CLASSIFIEDS
LIFEGUARDS - Instructional
Lifeguards -Aquatic Specialists.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full time in San Jose.
Mon - Sat, $9.82
$13.42/hr.
Call
Jacob
408-295-0228.
Resume: jobsaiesba.org, or
Fax 408-275-9858. or mail
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128

RECEPTIONIST, P/T, phones,
It. clerical work, 10 min from
SJSU. T & Th. 9-530. Call
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Heather 408-995-6425.
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic PERFECT PT / FT JOB for
individuals to work at nearby students! If you have direct
malls and private events. FT/PT sales experience or want to
available. We will work around make superior income, contact
your busy school schedule. us immediately. Average rep
Must have clean DMV. Lots of makes $25 - $30 per hour.
fun & earn good money. Call Leads provided. Classroom and
408-867-7275.
field training for those selected.
408-420-3073.
SATURDAY POSMON available
at local Balloon Co. Hands on & THEATER, MANNERS and
very fun! Call Jana 408-866-8206. HIP HOP INSTRUCTORS for
children. Theater and Manners
PART-TIME MOTHER’S HELPER training provided. 1-7 hours per
1 child. Light house work. Must week. Must have car. $25.00
have transportation. Los Gatos per class. Must have experience
area. Please contact Stacey working with children! Call Carol
408-892-4407.
9721. Fax 408-225-8343
Carolromo 0 theaterfun.corn
THE YWCA has a PT POSMON
for facilitation of Family Life Sex mark. Entrepreneur Wanted
Education component of preg- to sell makeup & accessories.
nancy prevention programs for Work flexible hours, be your
teens. Also implement Youth own boss, & enjoy unlimited
Development components. which earnings! Call: 1-877-473-9194.
sports, community
include
ianineweston yahoo.com
involvement and creative arts.
Prefer 3-5 years experience DR. OFFICE FRONT/BACK
working with middle & high $12/hr, 20-30 hrs. MWF. computer
school age youth. Must have a skills. Bilingual Spanish or
valid drivers license & a vehicle Korean. Resume: Fax 923-2433
for transportation Bilingual in Phn 923-0309.
Spanish a plus. Must be available to work from 1-6 Monday- GROOMER’S ASST./ KENNEL
Friday. Salary $14-$15 an hour help needed for small exclusive
DOE. Please email resume to shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
No Must be reliable, honest, able to
CcurielOywca-scv.org
phone calls please.
do physical work. Prefer exp
working soi/ dogs, but will train.
PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
Counselors for elementary. middle FAX resume 10 408/377-0109 or
school, & shelter, after-school Call 371-9115.
programs for girls. Faciltate
curriculum activities. Strong
interpersonal, planning, organi
zation, & follow-through skills, a
must. 12-15 hrs/wk, $10/hr. Visit
onwegirlsooutsofscc.org for more
information. Send cover letter
& resume to: Depot. PCI, Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara County,
1310 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose
CA 95128 or FAX 408-287-8025
or email hrOgirtscoutsofscc.org.
AA/EOE

EMPLOYMENT

ARTIST ASSISTANT Some
computer knowledge helpful.
FT/PT/Flextime. Near to school.
Steady work Susan 286-9609.
MASTERS SWIM COACH
Coach adult Masters Swimming
5:15am-8:00am Tues. & Thurs.
Coach adult swimmers in stroke
development, speed work, and
endurance. Applicant must have
competitive swim experience
and experience in teaching.
Ability to obtain a lifeguard
certification is a must. For more
information call Elise Lalor,
Aquatics Program Director
Central YMCA, 408-351-6326
or email Elalor' scvymca.org
GENERAL HELP needed for
small mattress store. Close to
SJSU. Will train PT/FT/Flexible
hours. Informal atmosphere,
jeans OK. Ed 984-4020.
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required.
Oppty for teaching exp. Need car.
VM 408-287-4170 x408 Et:B44E
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
PT/FT. Flexible Schedule
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Student Friendly - Will Train
408-247-4827
FUN WORK Local expansion of
national PR / Communications
firm. Fun, friendly work- Flexible
hours. Great resume bldr - No
exp nec. but must be friendly &
motivated. PT/FT $300-700/wk.
Local posrtions. Call 916-441-8290
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
HIRING SALES/CONSULTANT
P/T or FIT. We will train.
$100+Commission & Bonuses.
For detailed information visit
www.LL-Associates.net
Ly@ LL-Associates. net

NANNY / SITTER WANTED
We are looking for a PT sitter
(approx. 15-20 hours per week)
for our 3 kids. Ages are 9, 7. &
Need at least a year or more
commitment. Prefer someone
that has worked in Childcare.
Hourly rate DOE. Flexible with
your school schedule but would
need daytime hours / Friday
p.m.’s. Please contact me at
laroone 1@comcast net or fax
408-358-8245. Thanks!
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Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods Of services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
Offering employment listings
or Coupon. for discount
meatIons or merchandise

SHARED HOUSING
2 SPACIOUS RMS vit walk-in
closets, single only, $575/mo.
Also large basement room,
double occupancy, prvt entry,
$615/ person. 3 blks from
SJSU 408-287-5917

SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
For American and International
Students
Fun and Friendly Environment
5 minute walk to campus
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Wireless Internet
Healthy females ages 18-31
Well-equipped Kitchen
Donate to infertile couples
Computer
and Study rooms
some of the many eggs your
2 pianos and game rooms
body disposes monthly.
Facilities
Laundry
COMPENSATION $5,000
Parking
Call Reproductive Solutions now
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
818-832-1494
tour or check our website
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse.
360 S. 11th Street. (between
San Carlos & San Salvador)
BUSINESS OPP. 2 yr old nat’l
corp expanding in Bay Area.
SHARE 2 BR HOME $485/mo.
Contracts w/Tier 1 Fortune 500 Charming 2
bdrm house near
companies. $1000 $3000 PT
mo. Flexible hrs. Full support/ SJSU to share with clean, quiet
responsible
female
student or
training. 866-260-1557.
professional The house is
furnished
except
for
the large
$$NOTETAKERS$5 WANTED
bdrm you would occupy. No pet.
FOR ALL CLASSES!
Incl.
W/D
Phn.
408-998-1924.
Email: notes xchangeNow.com

2 TOWN HOMES FOR RENT.
68 & 70 S. 8th St. Completely
Remodeled. 1/2 block from
SJSU Eng. Bldg Approx 800
sq. ft. 2 bdrm.1 1/2 bath NewVinyl,
Appliances.
Carpet,
Paint. Newly remodeled bathrooms. $1300/mo.. S600 dep.
Broker: 408-921-2919.

HEALTH DEPT IN E. SAN JOSE
seeks PT pre DDS intern.
Email CV to bctIc@aol.com
408-242-9901
FREE DENTAL CLEANING
Patients needed for Calif. State
Board Exam at UCSF School of
Dentistry, Sun. Oct. 12, 2003.
Generous compensation for
time and travel. 20- 30 yrs old,
heavy tartar, no active decay,
non-smokers, no restorations or
single surface restorations only.
Must be reliable, committed to
treatment, comfortable in a
dental setting, and with local
anesthesia. 408-410-9424.

5a3s6c6di
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SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced, efficient, reliably
exacting. I will meet your deadline. Call Grace 831-252-1108
or evagrace aol.com

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
HOUSE, HUGE QUIET CLEAN
www.studentdental.corn or
Great Evergreen loc by SJSU,
www.goldenwestdental corn
dntn, fwys & bus. Remodeled.
cable TV. furnished, w/d, prkg,
full priv, pets OK. From
$550/mo. 408-281-4771 Or 650286-7429
EXPERT COACHING in all
MATHEMATICS SUBJECTS
Call 408-999-0582

TUTORING

RENTAL HOUSING

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOUSING and/or PARKING by
SJSU. Remodeled double single
rooms. 278 10th St. 761-5473. LEARN ABOUT NAGLEE PARK
Fundraiser for local church
HOUSE FOR RENT, Close to Sun. Sept. 14,2003. Suggested
SJSU. 2 bdrm./ 1 bath. Ideal donation $10. For more info
for 2 or 3 persons. Asking mcm miller @yahoo corn
$1100/mo. Call TC Properties
for appt. to see. 408-971-8900.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCV RATES CALI.

4(18-924-3277
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TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Boxer’s weapon
Gate fastener
Beauty packs
’My Way"
composer
15 Yawning
16 Outback mineral
17 Cato’s highway
18 Object
19 1899 gold-rush
town
0 Seaside events
(2 wds )
2 Held down a lob
i. 45 NBlovmd.
Norwegian port
6 Banquet
9 Wing flap
3 Not quite right
4 Chapeau’s place
6 Galleon cargo
47 Not strict
48 Traffic pylons
9 Fat cats bundle
0 Pride
1 Special -interest
grps.
2 Greek island
4 Mexicali matrons
7 Swaps
Texas town
9 Equip
I Fitness
In question

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1
5
10
14

SOL
()MARS
CAI S
PAT 10CAIRO
A L A
NERVECELL.LI SOT
1 0 K E N
1..I. DE SE SN
ASSISTS
DO,T15
LUAUS
DO-i’FFED
UPC
POSTS
N,OLTE
CRAM
SHUL A
R U N E,
L I MOS
I DOLS
B A IN
. . .
A G E N.C.Y
S T,E,E.L
Uhl UL AH s S C R.E.E,C4Iilj
Hy
F 0 R hiltj
E P.E.E.S
L . 1 .E N’S
LEE T
m,..
i 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fashion magazine

11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
211

9 Unsuitable
1 "Othello’. villain
2 Edict
Beethoven
symphony
Ponder
5 Dick Tracy’s love
Juice holder
.7 New Age singer

30
31
32

DOWN
1 Not succeed

’
if
I

SPAC,ESH I1P
P E C A NIIA,D_E
S W E P iT
N,EiD
?00.1 United Feature Syndicate Inc

Division word
Bias
Plaids
Painter’s tool
Screenwriter
James Jaunty caps
PC ’brain*
Unorthodox
opinions
Bandleader
Vaughn On top of
Lady, slangily
Husky vehicle
Currier and The works
Joyce Carol Broad valleys
Photo
Ford
predecessor
Went by boat
Speak lengthily
Knots or bumps

34 Sculpture.
perhaps
35 High school
subt
38 Training
athletes
42 Baby bed
43 Jazz music
45 Young raptors
46 Willard’s pet
47 Realities
50 Bulk
51 Writer
- Wesel
52 Anguished wail
53 Elcar of
"MacGyver"
54 Chooses
55 Satyr
56 Like a certain
duckling
57 Entertainer
- Falana
60 Zero
iri

Ii

it

16
la

one classification:
Zip code

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauly
SportsIhrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

Phone
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bental Hall, Room 209
111 Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
No refunds on canceled ads
II All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost Si Found ads are offered free ,is a service to the campus community.

97 ACURA INTEGRA Must Sell!
Moving out of state $8300 or
befst 01for. Only 63K Miles.
4 door. Dark Green. Tan Interior.
Sunroof. CD player Good
Condition 408-227-1145

Please check

Name
eddies.%
City 5 Side

AUTOS FOR SALE

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Experienced & dependable
Almaden/Branham area
Call Linda for appt at
(4081 264-4504

FOR SALE
NEW & COMPATIBLE Printer
Ink and Toner Cartridges under
Email:
$20. 408-829-1336
printergoo @ yahoo corn

JUUlraLILIQUILIJUIJLIQLQUCILIULILIILIUJI:1[JUL11:1
[,31:11ULIJLILIUJULILIUCIDIZIULQUQUILILILILILILIULI
LILIDLILILIULIULILILIUUULILIULIILILILICIJUQULILILI

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Five
Four
One
Two
Three
Days
Days
Days Days
Day
$11
$13
$5
$7
$9
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT%
20 consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

WORD PROCESSING

STUDIO APT DOWNTOWN S.1
Security bldg. on-site laundry &
parking. New paint. $700 m/m
with equal sec. deposit Call
408-971-2700x 116

OPPORTUNMES

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

NANNY Big Brother/Big Sister
Immediate Opening 9 year old
boy in Los Gatos with Social &
emotional delays. Weekdays
3-30pm to ? and every other
Saturday 3:00pm to ?. Must
have 3 references working with
children. Must have reliable car
Applicant must be patient, loving.
athletic & fun. Excellent Salary
Fax resume. 408-356-9551
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LIBRARY I Students concerned over shorter hours

building by operating one of
the fans.
Rosanna Lerma, principal at
Salas O’Brien, said the noise is
just the way air is flowing
through the ducts that go up
to the roof.
"What you’re hearing is air
moving through the ducts
because we’re moving a lot
more air through ducts than
the building needs at this time.
These are just temporary
measures while we get fans in
the basement fixed," Lerma
said.
She said since the building is
34 years old and, like everything else, things wear out, and
the fans have reached the end
of their life and they will be
refurbished.
Sometime this week Lerma
expects to implement a solution to reduce the noise level.
She said she has two solutions in mind including putting a damper in the ductwork
to control airflow. The other is
an electrical solution to reduce
the speed of the fan by reducing the frequency of the fan.
As for why the noise issue
didn’t get resolved sooner,
Lerma said the firm is planning which parts need to be
fixed first.
"Thing’s take a little longer
than we’d all like it to take.
We’re trying to integrate a plan
so it doesn’t get too hot or
cold.., we’re trying to minimize the noise for occupants
while trying to get everything
fixed," Lerma said.
A long-term solution
requires repairing the ventilation system, Gregory said,
which can only be fixed during
semester breaks when the
heating ventilation and airconditioning system can be
shut down.

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
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U.S. breezes by Mexico 1

Univetsity of Portland 4 , San Jose State University 0

Spartans stumble, fall to Pilots
David Weinstein
Daily Staff Writer
The United States National
Women’, Soccer Team could not_pass
its magic along to the San Jose State
University women’s team Sunday at
Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans fell to No. 18
University of Portland 4-0 Sunday
afternoon at Spartan Stadium following team USA’s 5-0 win over the
Mexican National team.
Spartan head coach Cris Gilmore
said SJSU was fighting _exhaustion for
most of the second half
"At the Top-20 level of Division I
these girls are athletic and they can go
90 minutes straight," Gilmore said.
"Some of my girls right now are
struggling in the fitness category so
they can go 45 minutes solid and then
they drop off and their technical skills
Stan to go."
The NCAA-defending national
champion Pilots were shut down for
the first 20 minutes of the opening
half; but broke through in the 26th
minute with their first of four goals
on the day.
The Spartans had a difficult time
containing preseason All-American
candidate Lindsey Huie as she assisted forward Elsa Hume for the Pilots
first goal, and added another goal of
her own.
"We had to take her out of the game
and basically we told our midfielder.
Marie McCann you got to stick on
her," Gilmore said.
The Pilots out-shot the Spartans
19-2 in the game and attempted four
corner kicks while SJSU had none.
The Spartans fell to 1-3-0 follovving
Sundays loss while Portland
improved to 3-1-0.
It was the third time the Pilots and
Spartans have met. The Pilots handed
SJSU a 1-0 defeat at Spartan Stadium
in 1998, and the Spartans returned
the favor in 1999 with a 2-1 victory at
the Portland Invitational.
Spartan goalkeeper Adrienne
Herbst played a solid first half and
kept the team in the game, Gilmore
said.
The sophomore goalie from San
Jose made three saves and gave up
three goals before being replaced by

Vicki Thompson / Daily Staff

Autumn Cruz / Daily Staff

San lose State University midfielder Shannon Leslie attempts to block a kick by University of Portland
defender Kristen Moore on Sunday at Spartan Stadium.

United States National Team forward Cindy Parlow
attempts to gain position of the ball from a Mexican
national player during a friendly on Sunday at Spartan
Stadium. The U.S. defeated Mexico 5-0 in its last exhibition match before the 2003 Women’s World Cup to be
hosted by the U.S.

junior Erin Lave); in the Mith minute. launched a lett-tooted shot from
The first half concluded with twenty yards out to make it 2-0.
Portland scored again in the 58th
Herbst diving to make a save on the
perimeter of the penalty area to halt and 82nd minutes to complete the
another Portland scoring opportunity. shutout. Gilmore said he was pleased
The two goalies will continue to share with the improvement of his defense
time until one of them emerges, from Fridays 7-0 loss to Pepperdine
University.
Gilmore said.
Communication breakdowns were
"I’m still not sure who the No.1 is,"
Gilmore said. "I think it’s important the cause of the Pilots second half
to get both my one and two some goals Herbst said.
The sophomore goalie said the team
time against the top team in the
did minimal scouting to prepare for
country.
The Pilots kept the pressure on the Portland.
"We tried our best not to know
Spartans’ defense in the second half
and connected on three more scoring anything about them coming in
because I think it messes everybody
opportunities.
-In the 54th minute, Pilot freshman up mentally," Herbst said. "I think we
Jennifer Tuttle assisted Huie who noticed right off the bat Huie was

their go-to girl."
Injuries also played a huge role in
Sunday’s defeat said Gilmore.
The Spartans entered the match
without three of their starters. Junior
midfielder Heather Dickinson has
been out two weeks following a concussion suffered against Cal Berkeley
on Aug. 22.
Midfielder Kirstin Tanaka suffered
nerve damage in her knee and decided to redshirt this season, and starter
Christina Morrison has been sidelined due to a pulled quadricep flexor
said Gilmore.
The Spartans are scheduled for a
Thursday matchup against University
of San Francisco at 7 p.m.

EDWARDS I
continuedfrompagel

Spartan tailback Yonus Davis attempts to run against the Cardinal
defense on Saturday at Stanford Stadium in Palo Alto. Davis
rushed for 23 yards on seven carries.

ing grab that Powell nabbed with
one arm before falling in front of his
defender.
"I was a little up and down and felt
inconsistent until we got that first
touchdown," said Edwards, who
graduated from Los Gatos High
School. "It was all about staying in
the pocket, getting comfortable,
staying with my reads and getting
good throws."
Edwards and
Powell hooked
up again for a
score in the
second quarter, this time
on a 20-yard
pass for a 2110 lead.
Powell
proved to be
Edwards
target.
EDWARDS favorite
Eleven of -his
12 catches came from balls thrown
by Edwards as Powell accumulated
172 receiving yards on the evening.
"He made some big catches but
you have to look at what he did after

SPARTAN DAILY ADVERTISING

BUY 1, GET 1 FOR 494

Josh Sturgis / Daily Staff

CAIWUPUS ORGANIZAFIONS,
BE HEARD!
Looking for an affordable way to let other students and
faculty what’s going on? Advertise with the Spartan
Doily! List your events and functions and BE HEARD!
6,500 papers printed daily with excellent puss along
readership reaching tens of thousands of potential
clients.

the catches," Teevens said. "He’s a
fun guy and you like to get him the
ball because he makes yards after
catches."
Lemon added touchdown runs of
three and six yards and, against a
SJSU offense that was reduced to a
passing game, the Cardinal rolled to
victory.
Edwards was far from perfect he
tossed two interceptions and completed 5.5 percent of his passes (21 for-38) but he was efficient.
He worked the Cardinal into the
SJSU red zone on three passes on his
first drive.
Edwards first touchdown pass to
Powell capped a 12-play, 80-yard
drive but his second covered 50 yards
on five plays in one minute, 34 seconds.
Teevens was mum when asked
about a starting role for Edwards
and the freshman was equally passive.
"(Starting) doesn’t matter to me as
long as we get wins," Edwards said.
"If we put points on the board, it
doesn’t matter who takes the snaps."
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170 commergai St
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
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tax 14081 616-7/33
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We do deliver to "Esplanade"
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2)4-3303 or 998-9427

TWO FREE WEEKS OF CLASSES!
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USHU CENTRAL
tbri.
ging martial arts to the next level

GUSHY

TAI

CHI

KICKBOXING

OOOOOOOOOOO

Wushu (also known as Kung Fu) is the style of martial arts
displayed in movies by Jet Li and Jackie Chan, and
Crouching
Tiger Hidden Dragon. It includes bare hand styles such
Long
Fist, Drunken Fist, Monkey Style, and Eagle Claw, and utilizes a
dazzling array of traditional Chinese weapons such as swords,
Wushu also incorporates stunning aerial and
staffs, and
tumbling techniques.
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Call for information at 408-924-3270.

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
Victor Zambrano pitched his first
career complete game and the
Tampa Bay Devil Rays once again
roughed up Barry Zito, beating the
Oakland Athletics 11-2 Sunday.
Zambrano (10-8) gave up nine
hits, walked none and struck out
eight in his 35th major league start.
He became just the fourth Tampa
Bay pitcher ever to win 10 or more
games in a season.
Zito (11-12), the 2002 AL Cy
Young winner, was tagged for seven
runs and six hits over 5 1-3 innings.
On July 8, the Devil Rays battered
Zito for seven runs and 15 hits in 5
1-3 innings during a 9-3 win at
Oakland.
Rocco Baldelli drove in three runs
as Tampa Bay took two of three from
the Al. West-leading Athletics. The
Devil Rays also won two of three

from wild-card contender Seattle
during their six-game homestand.
Oakland has dropped four of five
since a 10-game winning streak.
Zambrano retired nine straight
before Billy McMillon opened the
fourth with a single.
McMillon later scored to put the
Athletics up 1-0 on Eric Chavez’s
double. Chavez has nine RBIs in his
past nine games.
Zito retired his first 11 batters
before issuing consecutive walks to
Aubrey Huff and Adam Piatt with
two outs in the bottom of the fourth.
Travis Lee followed with an RBI
double to tie it at I.
The Devil Rays loaded the bases
with no outs in the fifth on a walk,
bunt single and hit batter
With one out, Baldelli drove in
two runs with a single that hit the
dirt near the plate and bounced over
the head of first baseman Erubiel
Durazo. Huff then added a sacrifice
fly to put the Devil Rays up 4-1.

We’re located just 6 mmutes away from &MU,
Wushu Central 1331 Coleman Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Tel: (408) 567-8075 Email: info*wushucentral.com
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Try our party platters’ ’

Associated Press

spears.

Buy any 6-inch sandwich and a meduim
drink and geta second 6-inch sandwich
of equal or lesser value for 494

Right across from campus’
........Expires 9/18/03

Zito, A’s mauled by Devil Rays

408.293.6113
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How will
you score?
Take a

FREE

practice test and find out!

1,0,’,, thou, pr.alu 1551 l,Mdi 1,51. Si Ito 1.51 MCAI a, 10E11 to 1.1.1 out
would uore Receive Individual feedback on your test.taking strengths and
weaknesses and learn strategies that will help you ace the real test

Saturday, September 20th
LW 900 am
MCAT 930 ern
DAT 10 00 atn
GMAT 10 30 ant
TOM 100 per
NCI EX 1 30 pm
GPI 2 O.
San Jose State University

SCOOTERS - MINIBIKES . PARIS & SERVICE

GO KARTS

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST to enroll today!
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Test prep, admissions and guidance For Si.

